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Guest Editorial
Special Issue on Prediction and Perception

in Humans and Robots

I. SCOPE OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

THIS special issue addresses perceptual optimization
processes related to attentional and predictive mech-

anisms. Optimal interaction with the environment requires
that agents learn to anticipate and evaluate which sensory
information is relevant for a task in a specific context so as
to prioritize its processing. It has been suggested that during
perception, the selection of sensory information depends on
predictive and attentional mechanisms that have modulatory
effects, enhancing/facilitating, or attenuating/canceling sen-
sory signals. These mechanisms that modulate the way bottom-
up incoming sensory information and top-down predictions
based on previous experience are prioritized and integrated
during perception, are commonly referred to as perceptual
optimization processes.

Scientific production on topics, such as internal models,
predictive processing, prediction error minimization, sensory
attenuation/cancellation, and sensory enhancement/facilitation,
has been increasing in the cognitive science literature during
the last decade. Still, there is no consensus on the role of
perceptual optimization processes during perception, action,
and learning, and on how they influence motor and cognitive
development. Furthermore, the influence of the context where
the task is being executed is seldom addressed. Several empir-
ical contradictions and theoretical controversies can be found
in the cognitive science literature regarding these processes.
Moreover, the modeling of perceptual optimization processes
in artificial agents and cognitive architectures, especially con-
sidering relevant contextual information when performing a
task is very limited. In this issue, some of the submissions
addressed the potential of applying these processes to robotics.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE

The manuscripts submitted to this special issue address
important topics on different optimization processes. As
predicting the sensory consequences of one own action is at the
core of perceptual optimization processes, Dehban et al. [A1]
used deep neural networks to propose a hybrid model to
learn visual representations of tasks. The model includes a
forward model and a backward model. The forward model
goal was to predict the visual consequences of the agent’s
actions on the final position of a number of objects. This was
achieved by predicting the value of important latent variables
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or features in the image. The backward model was trained
considering the most probable previous appearances of the
objects, given the current state. After training, the model is
capable of learning the features in terms of action possibili-
ties for object recognition, capturing the functional statistics
of action and perception, and planning. A remarkable feature
of the proposed model is the use of hybrid data for training,
exploiting the advantages of both worlds, the image space and
the features space.

Perceptual optimization processes are closely related to
the ability to perform context-dependent sequential actions.
In [A3], the importance of predictive motion optimization
is highlighted. The experiments presented here were imple-
mented on a simulated robot arm and using a state-of-the-art
deep reinforcement learning algorithm. The results show that,
in a sequential reaching task, giving an agent predictive
information about the next target identity during action execu-
tion greatly improves its performance toward target locations.
The findings highlight the potential of utilizing predictive
information to optimize the execution of context-dependent
sequential actions. By incorporating predictive cues into the
decision-making process, agents can enhance their ability to
perform sequential reaching tasks more effectively.

Learning actions from task demonstration is central to
agents’ development of new skills. In this case, percep-
tual optimization processes are required to select the most
relevant task parameters to learn and reproduce actions tak-
ing into account contextual changes between learned skills.
Xu et al. [A2] implemented a model using deep neural
networks for an artificial agent to segment subactions from
human demonstration videos and execute the learned actions.
The central aspect of the model is a self-attention mechanism
that accomplishes action segmentation by extracting contex-
tual features and capturing the spatiotemporal dynamics of
the videos, while also generating action commands simulta-
neously. Moreover, introducing the self-attention mechanism
into symbolic task learning enables the prediction of action
labels for novel video segments. Experiments on a robotic arm
provided empirical evidence of the viability of the model in
accurately generating motor commands to reproduce actions
based on video demonstrations.

During perception, biological agents face uncertainty by
integrating incoming sensory information with inferences
based on previous context-dependent experiences. However,
it is still an open question if individual differences in previous
experiences cause a perceptual misalignment during social
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interactions. Mazzola et al. [A4] investigated and modeled the
perceptual errors associated with the phenomenon of context-
dependency, particularly, in a social scenario. Participants
performed a perceptual task in which they have to reproduce
the length of a stimulus in three conditions. The findings sug-
gest that participants’ perception was more strongly affected
by prior knowledge of the individual condition, resulting in
an overestimation of shorter stimuli and an underestimation
of larger stimuli. In contrast, the influence of prior knowl-
edge was reduced when the line to be reproduced was created
by a humanoid robot mimicking a mechanical arm, and
even further reduced when the same robot exhibited social
behavior. Their results point to the fact that during social
interactions the effects of inferential processes in perception
are attenuated in favor of higher reliance on incoming sen-
sory information. It is important to note that a perceptual
optimization process takes place, wherein individuals modu-
late the main source of information they rely on to a greater
extent in a context-dependent manner.

In the context of language comprehension, perceptual
optimization processes can be seen as a product of prediction,
which aids in facilitating the reading of predictable words
and leads to smaller neural signals linked to processing
difficulty, such as the N400 component. The cloze proba-
bility of a word, which measures the proportion of people
who fill a gap in a sentence with that specific word, is
considered a valuable metric for assessing contextual word
predictability, predicting processing difficulty, and determining
the magnitude of the elicited N400 response. However, since
cloze probability is a language production task, its relevance
for language comprehension remains uncertain. Therefore,
Michaelov et al. [A5] investigated whether cloze probability
is the most suitable operationalization of the predictions that
underlie the N400. The authors discuss that language models
(LMs) predictions are based on the regularities in the statistics
of the preceding linguistic context, highlighting that humans’
language predictions may rely on other factors. Thus, given
that LMs predictions are based on the statistics of language,
the authors argue that they can be used to isolate the specific
effect of linguistic input on the amplitude of the N400 com-
ponent. They tested several LMs and found their measure of
surprise is a better predictor for N400 than the traditionally
used cloze probability. The findings indicate a strong correla-
tion between LMs predictions and the amplitude of the N400
component, pointing to the fact that LMs’ predictions closely
resemble the predictions made by humans during language
comprehension. This suggests that the mechanism responsi-
ble for the N400 response in humans is finely attuned to the
statistical regularities in language.

Humans have the ability to directly influence perceptual
optimization processes. This can be achieved by consciously
selecting stimuli that redirect attention, as well as by influenc-
ing the emotional and enjoyable aspects of the experience.
For example, listening to music while exercising helps to
attenuate the unpleasant proprioceptive sensations that may
arise from physical effort. However, the impact of music on
attention and distraction remains a topic of debate within
the scientific literature. Bao et al. [A6] contributed to the

research on the topic by investigating the distractive effects
of music across different time scales. Their study aims to
identify the most effective strategy for assessing these effects
through the measurement of autonomic nervous activity. The
authors present a comprehensive study monitoring a number
of autonomic responses in participants while they exercised.
Specifically, participants rode static bicycles with a constant
low-intensity workload for consecutive intervals while listen-
ing to music (Jazz). An important aspect to emphasize in this
study is the association between autonomic information and
exteroceptive acoustic information. This association becomes
particularly relevant when the acoustic stimuli, in this case,
likable music, are considered pleasant by the participants. The
results indicate that during intervals where subjects reported
experiencing enjoyable music, their perceived exertion levels,
as measured by the Rating of Perceived Exertion, were lower.
This suggests that the presence of likable music can contribute
to attenuating the perception of physical effort during exer-
cise, potentially making the activity more enjoyable and less
demanding.

III. CONCLUSION

The articles presented in this special issue address important
challenges for the study of perceptual optimization processes
as well as their implementation on artificial agents. A recurring
topic is prediction and attention, as well as their importance
and influence on learning and adaptive behavior. The con-
tributions to the ongoing research in perceptual optimization
processes presented here highlight the relevance of predicting
the sensory consequences of one’s own actions, the role of
spefic perceptual information for motion optimization, the
ability to attend relevant task parameters for learning and
reproducing actions taking into account contextual changes,
the way social interactions modulate inferential processes
during perception, the predictions made by humans during lan-
guage comprehension, and the effects of exteroceptive stimuli
to actively influence perception and attention.
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